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Let V be a discrete valuation ring, Q its quotient field, Vx its completion, 
Q* the quotient field of Y*, K a finite separable extension of Q contained in 
Q*Y and R = v* n K. A finite rank torsion-free V-module G is called K- 
decomposable if the reduced quotient of R @ G is a free R-module. It was 
shown in [ 18, 191 that the category of quasi-homomorphisms of K- 
decomposable V-modules is very nearly equivalent to the category of 
modules over a certain artinian Q-algebra or, equivalently, to the category of 
representations of a certain Q-species. For n = [K: Q] < 3, this category is 
not very interesting, and for n > 5 it is impossibly complicated. For n = 4 
the species in question is the tame species A, 1, so that, in principal, objects 
in this category are completely classifiable 1221. A classification was carried 
out in [ 111 for the case where K is the quaternions, which of course does not 
arise in the present context. An interesting reduction was also made in [9] 
for the case where K is commutative and there exists an intermediate field 
between Q and K (i.e., the Galois closure of K over Q has degree at most 2 
over K), but this also does not seem to lead immediately to definitive results. 
The classification problem for n = 4 boils down to that of classifying the 
simple regular V-modules, i.e., those K-decomposable V-modules G such that 
rank G = 2 (p-rank G) and Q End G is a skew field. In this paper, we show 
that in this case Q End G has index 1 or 2 and that the Galois closure for K 
over Q splits the skew field Q End G. We also show how to implement 
Gabriel’s suggestion [ 131 that the way to find the simple regular modules is 
by using Galois descent. The point is that if L is the Galois closure of K 
over Q and W the integral closure of V in L, then W @ G is a T-Butler W- 
module, where T is a set of four types. But the category of quasi- 
homomorphisms of T-Butler W-modules is essentially the category studied 
by Gelfand and Ponomarev in [ 141 and is quite well understood, One 
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approach, then, is to decide whether or not a given T-Butler W-module H is 
quasi-isomorphic to W@ G for some V-module G, and then recover G. To 
do this, we need to decide whether Gal&/Q) acts semi-linearly on H. 
Another approach is to try to find the strongly indecomposable V-quasi- 
summands of a simple regular T-Butler W-module H. This can be done if we 
can find the subgroup ,Y of those u E Gal(L/Q) for which there exists a o- 
semi-linear quasi-automorphism of H. The technique is described in 
Theorem 4.8. 
Sections 2 and 3 of the paper lay the groundwork for Section 4, but do not 
require any restriction on the degree of K over Q (except that it be finite). 
Section 2 considers those V-modules which are isomorphic to integral 
domains. It turns out that if L is a finite separable extension of Q and D a V- 
subalgebra of L, then the splitting field K for the V-module D is always a 
finite separable extension K of Q, and that K and the field of definition [21] 
for D have the same Galois closure. In Section 3 we consider the extension 
and forgetful functors between the category of K-decomposable V-modules 
and the category of T-Butler W-modules, and show that these functors 
commute with the Coxeter functors and preserve all species theoretic 
properties, except those of being strongly indecomposable or simple regular. 
We also see that the endomorphism rings of almost all strongly indecom- 
posable pre-projective and pre-injective V-modules are free V-modules. (The 
exceptions are the endomorphism rings of Q, P, R, Ct (R).) In Section 4 we 
show that the endomorphism ring of a regular K-decomposable V-module G, 
whather strongly indecomposable or not, is a free V-module unless G 
contains a regular submodule isomorphic to an integral domain. (For n = 4 
there are, up to quasi-isomorphism, at most three strongly indecomposable 
regular K-decomposable V-modules which are isomorphic to integral 
domains.) 
The ground ring V is fixed throughout the paper and, except where 
required for emphasis, the subscript V is omitted in such expressions as 
G @ H, Hom(G, w, rank G. If L is an extension field of Q, then I’, denotes 
the integral closure of V in L. If W is an integral domain containing V, then 
by a K-decomposable W-module is meant a W-module which is K- 
decomposable as a V-module. If W is a full V-subalgebra of a field L, and G 
and H are torsion-free W-modules, then the canonical maps Hom,(G, H) + 
Hom,(QG, QH) and G Ow H + QG 0, QH are monomorphisms; in 
particular Horn&G, H) can be identified with the set of v, E Hom,(QG, QH) 
such that p(G) E H. Thus Hom,(G, H) and G Ow H depend only on G, H, 
and L, not on W. Since our interest lies in the field L rather than the ring W, 
we often denote these by G Bt H and Hom,(G, H). 
The divisible hull (injective envelope) of G is denoted QG. (Note that if W 
is a V-subalgebra of a field L, where [L : Q] is finite, and G is a W-module, 
then QG is the divisible hull of G both as a V-module and as a W-module.) 
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In particular, if D is an integral domain, then QD is its quotient field. We 
say that D is a full subring of a field L if QD = L. A quasi-homomorphism 
(sometimes simply called a map) from G to H is an element of Q Horn 
(G, H). We write G -H to indicate that G and H are quasi-isomorphic, and 
G z H to indicate that they are isomorphic. We write G * H for the reduced 
tensor product of G and H, i.e., (G @ H)/d(G @ H). By a valuation ring on a 
field L is meant a discrete valuation ring S such that Qs = L. (Note that by 
[ 5, Sect. VII.2.5, Proposition 5, p. 5001 all valuation rings occurring in this 
paper are automatically noetherian, hence discrete.) The wordjeld always 
means a commutative field. The index of a skew field is the square root of its 
dimension over its center (an integer), and if A is a ring, M,(A) is the ring of 
t-dimensional matrices over A. Finally, all modules throughout the paper are 
assumed to be torsion free with finite rank, except for the L[x]-modules 
occurring in Theorem 4.1. The reader is referred to [ 16, 18, 191 for other 
notation and conventions. 
I would like to thank M. C. R. Butler for pointing out that the concept of 
a splitting field goes back to Szekeres [23]. Szekeres proved that there is 
always a unique minimal splitting field, thus superceding (nearly 30 years in 
advance) Theorem 2.4 in [ 191. This fact is also proved in [24]. The remark 
after Proposition 5.10 in [19] is also out of date, since it is shown in 122, 
Theorem 3, p. 2701 that the “critical pairs” listed in [ 191 are the only ones 
that exist. I would like to thank V. Dlab and C. M. Ringel for having sent 
me many valuable preprints and for offering several helpful suggestions. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
We begin by recalling some elementary properties of Dedekind domains 
that will be frequently used. Proofs can be found in [5, Sects. V.1.6, VI.3.3, 
v11.21. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let J be a Dedekind domain with quotient field F and let L 
be a finite separable extension of F. 
(1) If J has onlyflnitely many prime ideals (i.e., is semi-local), then it 
is a principal ideal domain and every rank 1 torsion-free J-module is 
isomorphic to a subring of F. 
(2) The integral closure JL of J in L is a projective J-module and a 
Dedekind domain. If J is semi-local, then JL is a free J-module and is semi- 
local. 
(3) If A is a full J-subalgebra of L, then A is integrally closed @A is 
a Dedekind domain $7 JL E A l$f A = J,A fl A is a localization of JL with 
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respect to some multiplicative set I# A is the intersection of the valuation 
rings on L that contain it. 
If G is a reduced K-decomposable module, then there is a canonical pure- 
injective resolution for G in the category of homomorphisms of K- 
decomposable modules, namely, O+ G-1 R * G+ D+O, where D is 
divisible [ 16, Lemma 3.51. If G has no free summand, then there is a 
canonical pure projective resolution for G in the category of quasi- 
homomorphisms of K-decomposable modules, namely, 0 -+ F -+ 
Hom(P, G) -+ G, where F is free, P is an Arnold dual for R, and the right- 
hand map is a quasi-epimorphism given by o t-+ q(a) for any fixed a E P. 
The Arnold dual of a module is determined only up to quasi-isomorphism, 
but we now show that there is a canonical choice for P. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let W be the integral closure of V in K, let q be the 
unique (up to multiplication by a unit) prime element in W such that qR # R, 
and let S be the set of powers of q. Then P = S ’ W is an Arnold dual for R. 
Proof By Lemma 1.1, R is the localization of W at some prime ideal 
(q), so the existence and uniqueness of q is clear. Now P has rank 
n = [K: Q] and by [S, Sect. VI.8.5, p. 4231 it is easy to see that it hasp-rank 
n - 1, hence corank 1. Now since R/pR z V/pV, N,,,(q) =p (up to 
multiplication by a unit) [25, Sect. VIII.4, Proposition 11, p. 1551, hence the 
characteristic polynomial and the minimal polynomial for q over Q coincide, 
so that K = Q(q). Then W is quasi-equal to V[q] z V[x]/(f (x)), where f is 
the minimal polynomial for q, so Pz V[x, x-']/(f (x)), and R BP=: 
R[x, x-'Il(fW N ow x - q is a factor off(x) in R [x] (Gauss’ lemma), so 
one of the components of the ring R @P is R [x, x-II/(x - q) z R [q- ‘I= K. 
Thus R @ P is not reduced, and since P has corank 1, we conclude that P is 
a K-decomposable module, and so by [ 19, Theorem 4.41, P is an Arnold 
dual for R. 
We will frequently deal with the situation where a V-module G is known 
to be a module over some unspecified full V-subalgebra of an extension field 
L of Q. The following lemma shows that there is usually little loss of 
generality in supposing in this case that G is a V,,-module. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let G be a finite rank V-module and L a finite-separable 
extension of Q such that L s Q End G. Then the V,,-submodule of QG 
generated by G is quasi-equal to G. 
Proof: Let w, ,..., w, be a basis for the free V-module V,, . Then the V, - 
module G’ generated by G is w, G + .” + w,G. But each wi is a quasi- 
endomorphism of G, so there exists 0 # q E V such that qwiG C_ G for all i. 
Thus G’ is quasi-equal to G. 
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We call the I/,-submodule of QG generated by G (in the context of 
Lemma 1.3) the normafization of G with respect to L. By Lemma 1.1, if A is 
a full V-subalgebra of L, then the normalization of A with respect to L is 
simply its integral closure in L. 
If n = [K: Q] > 5, then every finite dimensional Q-algebra occurs as 
Q End G for some K-decomposable module G [ 18, Theorem 2, p. 1691. 
However, the following proposition shows that it is far from true that every 
finite rank V-algebra occurs as End G. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. If G and H are K-decomposable V-modules, then so 
are G @ H and Hom(G, H). In particular, End G and its center are K- 
decomposable. 
Proof We may suppose G and H reduced. By [19, Proposition 3.2, 
Corollary 2.2, pp. 265-2661 the assertion is true if G and H are free R- 
modules. But in general G @ H and Hom(G, H) are pure submodules of 
(R * G) @ (R * H) and Hom(R * G, R * H) [ 16, Corollary 3.61. Also, the 
center of End G is a pure submodule of End G. The assertions thus follow 
since pure submodules of K-decomposable modules are K-decomposable 
modules [ 19, Corollary 2.21. 
2. K-DECOMPOSABLE DOMAINS 
If L is a finite separable extension of Q and D a V-subalgebra of L, we 
consider the V-module D. Such rings D often arise as the centers of 
endomorphism rings. The V-modules obtained in this way also play a rather 
special role in Section 4. In this section we show that the splitting field for 
such a module is always algebraic over Q and that not very many of these 
modules are strongly indecomposable. We begin with a lemma that enables 
one to recognize such modules. We assume throughout the section that L is 
a finite separable extension of Q. 
LEMMA 2.1. A V-module G is isomorphic to a full subring of L if and 
only if rank G = [L : Q] and there is a Q-embedding L --) Q End G. 
Proof. Clearly the stated conditions are necessary. For the converse, it 
suffices to prove that G is quasi-isomorphic to a subring of L [2, 
Corollary 2.7, p. 671. Thus we may normalize G with respect to L, so that G 
is a rank 1 V,-module. The result then follows from Lemma 1.1. 
We now review and strengthen some results from [ 1,2 11. In Lemmas 2.2 
through 2.6, J is a Dedekind domain with quotient field Q and D a full J- 
subalgebra of L. By Lemma 1.3, D is quasi-equal to its integral closure in L, 
so usually little lost of generality results by supposing D integrally closed. 
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LEMMA 2.2. Let A be a skew field with center L and G a J-module such 
that A c Q End G, and rank G = [A: Q]. Then Q End G is a simple Q- 
algebra and G N Gi for some t, where Q End G, is a skew field A, and 
rank G, = [A, : Q]. If furthermore A = Q End, G, then G N V, @F G, and 
A =: L OF A,, where F = Center A,. (In particular, then A and A, have the 
same index.) 
Proof. If N is the radical of Q End G and e # 1 is a central idempotent, 
then N&G and eQG are proper A-subspaces of the one dimensional A-space 
QG. Thus N= 0 = e, so that Q End G is a simple Q-algebra, 
QEndGxM,(A,), h w  ere A, is a skew field over Q. The idempotents in 
Q End G correspond to the quasi-summands of G, so that G N G:, where 
Q End G, “A,. Since AgM,(A,), A acts on A{, so that rankG= [A:Q]< 
t[A, :Q]. On the other hand, QG, is a A,-space, so t[A, :Q] < t(rank G,) = 
rank G. Thus rank G, = [A, :Q]. 
Now if A = Q End, G, then A is the centralizer of L in M,(A,), so by [4, 
Sect. VIII.10.2, Theorem 2, p. 1121 dim,M,(A,) = ?[A1 :F] = [L : F] [A : F] = 
t[L : F] [A, :F] and it follows that t = [L: F]. By Proposition 1.3, G, is, up to 
quasi-equality, a V,-module, and by the preceding VL OF G, N G\ N G as 
V,-modules. Identify VL OF G, and G as VF-modules. The V, actions on 
V, OF G, and on G then correspond to two embeddings a, /I: L + M,(A ,). By 
the Skolem-Noether theorem [4, Sect. VIII.10.1, Theorem 1, p. 110) there 
exists Ed E M,(A,) such that IJKZ(X) = /?(x)q for all x E L. Then v, is a V,~- 
quasi-isomorphism from VL OF G, to G. Finally, L @I~ A, is a central simple 
L-algebra (4, VIII.7.4, Corollary 2, p. 901 and there is an obvious 
homomorphism L OF A, -+ A. Since [L : F] = [A,], a comparison of 
dimensions shows that this is an isomorphism. 
DEFINITION. If D is a full subring of L, then a subfield F of L containing 
Q is called thefield of definition for D if F is the smallest field such that D is 
integral over F n D. If A is a skew field over Q and A is a subring of A, then 
by the field of definition for A is meant the field of definition for 
A n Center(A). 
It is easy to see that, under the assumption that L is separable over Q, this 
definition agrees with that in [21, p. 241; 2, Sect. 6, p. 881 except for the 
word smallest; i.e., F is the smallest subfield of L such that D or A is quasi- 
isomorphic to a free Fn D- or Fn A-module [21, Theorem, p. 242; 2, 
Theorem 1.12, p. 64; 5, Sect. V.l.l, Proposition 1, p. 3051. 
LEMMA 2.3 [21, Corollary 2, Corollary 4, pp. 242-2431. The following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(1) QEnd,D=L; 
(2) End, D = D; 
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(3) D is a strongly indecomposable J-module; 
(4) L is the field of definition for D. 
Proof. If Q End,D is commutative, then every J-homomorphism is D- 
linear, so End,D = End,D = D. Thus (1) implies (2), and clearly (2) implies 
(3) implies (4). Putting G = D and A = L in Lemma 2.2, we see that the field 
F therein is the field of definition for D, so that (4) implies (1). 
LEMMA 2.4. If L is a Galois extension of Q, then the field of definition 
for D is the fixed field corresponding to the subgroup of those (T E Gal(L/Q) 
such that o(D) = D. 
Proof: If F is the field of definition and F’ this fixed field, then D is 
integral over F’n D [5, Sect. V.1.9, Proposition22, p. 3231 so FszF’. 
Conversely, every o which fixes F fixes F n D, and so a(D) = D, so that 
F’ s F by Galois Theory. 
LEMMA 2.5. If D and D’ are integrally closed full J-subalgebras of L, 
then D and D’ are isomorphic as J-modules tf and only tf they are 
isomorphic as J-algebras. Moreover, if D is strongly indecomposable and 
D cz D’, then any J-module homomorphism q: D -+ D’ such that p( 1) = 1 is 
the restriction of a Q-algebra automorphism o of L. 
Proof: If F and F’ are the fields of definition for D and D’, then D and 
D’ are isomorphic J-modules (J-algebras) if and only if Fn D and F’ n D’ 
are isomorphic in the same sense. But by Lemma 2.3, the ring F n D is 
isomorphic to End,(F f7 D), so a module isomorphism F n D M F’ n D’ 
implies that F n D and F’ n D’ are isomorphic rings. Moreover if D is 
strongly indecomposable and D z D’, then Hom,(D, 0’) x HomAD, D) is a 
rank 1 free D-module, so there is only one map cp: D -+ D’ with o(l) = 1. 
Since there exists a J-algebra isomorphism, this must be it, and it extends to 
a Q-automorphism of L. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. D is a homogeneous and cohomogeneous J-module, 
i.e., all pure rank 1 submodules of D are quasi-isomorphic and all rank 1 
homorphic images of D are quasi-isomorphic. 
ProoJ If G is a pure rank 1 submodule of D, then Hom(G, D) is a 
torsion free D-module, and it follows that its rank over J must equal the rank 
of D, and from this we conclude that every pure rank 1 submodule of D 
contains a copy of G. The corresponding statement for rank 1 quotients of D 
follows similarly by considering Hom(D, G). 
We now return to the case where the ground ring is the discrete valuation 
ring V. 
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THEOREM 2.7. If L is a finite separable extension of Q and D a full V- 
subalgebra of L, then the minimal splitting Jeld K for the V-module D is a 
finite separable extension of Q. Iffurthermore L is a Galois extension of Q, 
then there exist V-subalgebras R,,..., R, of L such that each 
Ri z R = Kn v* and the integral closure of D is the intersection of the 
integral closures of the Ri in L. Furthermore prank D = u[L: Q]/[K: Q]. 
Proof. Replacing D by its integral closure in an extension field of L does 
not affect K. (See Lemma 1.1, part 2.) Thus we may suppose that L is Galois 
over Q and that D is integrally closed. Then by Lemma 1.1, D is the inter- 
section of valuation rings S1,..., S, on L, and these Si are mutually 
isomorphic [5, Sect. VI.8.7, Corollary 1, p. 428 or Sect. V.2.3, Proposition 6, 
p. 3381. Now let Fi be the decomposition field for Si [S, Sect. V.2.3, 
Definition 5, p. 3411. Then by Lemma 2.4, F, is the field of definition for Si . 
Also Fin Si is a valuation ring with prank 1 [S, Sect. V.2.3, Corollary 4, 
p. 3401. Thus there is a unique V-algebra embedding ci: Fi n Si + v*. Since 
the Si are mutually isomorphic, all the oi(Fi) are the same. Clearly 
K’ = oi(Fi) is a splitting field for Si. Since D is isomorphic to a pure 
submodule of n Si, we see that K’ is a splitting field for D. Now let K s K’ 
be the minimal splitting field for D, let R = K n v* and let Ri = 01 ‘(R). 
Then Ri E Si and there is an epimorphism from R * D onto the compositum 
R,D. Thus RiD is a free R-module (since R * D is) and hence is integral 
over Ri. It is an integrally closed full subring of L since it contains D. Thus 
RiD is the integral closure of Ri in L, and since R,Dg Sj and D = nSi, we 
see that D is the intersection of the rings R,D. 
Now let W = Vi, and apply the above to W, so that W = nRi W, where 
the intersection is taken over the [K: Q] subrings Ri of L which are 
isomorphic to R [5, Sect. VI.8.6, Proposition 8, p. 4281. Thus W is 
isomorphic to a pure submodule of n R, W. But p-rank 
RtW= [L:Q]/[K:Q], so comparing p-rank shows that the image of W in 
n Ri W is p-adically dense. Now D = T-’ W for some multiplicative set T in 
W (see Lemma l.l), and thus D is isomorphic to a pure dense submodule of 
n T-‘(Ri W). But T-‘(R, IV) = R,D is either the integral closure of R, in L 
or is L itself, depending on whether the integral closure contains D or not. 
Thus if there are u distinct rings among the Ri whose integral closure 
contains D, then p-rank D = u [L : Q]/[ K : Q]. 
COROLLARY 2.8. Let D be a full V-subalgebra of L, let F be thefield of 
definition for D and let K be its minimal splitting field. If L’ is any Galois 
extension of Q in the algebraic closure of L, then L’ contains F if and only ~j- 
L’ contains a copy of K. 
Proof: If L’ contains F, then we apply the theorem to the integral closure 
of F n D in L’ to see that L’ contains a copy of K. Conversely, suppose it 
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contains a copy of K. Let L” be a Galois extension of Q containing both L 
and L’. Since L’/Q is Galois, L’ contains every subfield of L” isomorphic to 
K, so applying the theorem to the integral closure of D in L” yields subrings 
which are in fact contained in L’. Now if u E Gal(L”/Q) fixes L’, then it 
fixes each Ri, and hence o(D) = D. Thus by Lemma 2.4 and Galois Theory, 
L’ contains the field of definition for D. 
COROLLARY 2.9. Let [K: Q] = 4 and let L be a minimal Galois 
extension of Q containing K. Let D be a strongly indecomposable K- 
decomposable domain not quasi-isomorphic to V, Q, P, or R. Then rank 
D = 2(p-rank 0). D is isomorphic to a subring of K tflrank D = 2 or K = L. 
There are at most three possibilities for D, as follows: 
(1) IfK=L and Gal(K/Q) is not cyclic, then there are (up to quasi- 
isomorphism) exactly three such rings D, all with rank 2. 
(2) If K = L and Gal(K/Q) is cyclic, then there are two, one with 
rank 2 and one with rank4. 
(3) If [L : K] = 2, there are two, one with rank 2 and one with rank 4. 
(4) Ij-[L:K]=3 or 6, there is only one and it has rank 6. 
Proof. By Lemma 1.1, part 2, replacing D by its integral closure in L 
multiplies rank D and prank D by the same factor, so the theorem shows 
that prank D = u(rank D)/4, where 0 < u ,< 4. By [ 19, Theorems 4.4, 4.5, 
p. 2691, u = 0, 1, 3, 4 implies D = Q, R, P, V. This leaves u = 2, so rank 
D = 2(prank D). Let R, ,..., R, be the images of R under the four 
embeddings K + L, and let S, ,..., S, be their integral closures in L. Then the 
integral closure of D in L is Si f7 Sj for some i #j (even if the minimal 
splitting field for D is properly contained in K). Since Gal&/Q) acts tran- 
sitively on the Ri, we need only consider S, n Si, i # 1, so there are at most 
three possibilities. Since no normal subgroup of Gal(L/Q) is contained in 
Gal(L/K), Gal(L/Q) acts faithfully as well as transitively on the four- 
element set (S, ,..., S,}. The subtields of L isomorphic to K are the fields 
QRi, and by Lemma 2.4 and 2.5, QRj is contained in QD (the field of 
definition for S, f7 SJ if and only if o(Rj) = Rj for all u E Gal(L/Q) such 
that (o(R,), a(Ri)} = {R,, Ri}. Finally, if D has rank 2, then the field QD is 
Galois over Q, so that QD is the minimal splitting field for D by 
Corollary 2.8, so D c K. It remains to consider the cases, and this is a 
routine application of Lemma 2.4 and Galois Theory. Note that for L #K, 
Gal(L/Q) must be either the dihedral group D,, the alternating group A,, or 
the full symmetric group on four elements. 
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3. CHANGE OF RINGS 
We now return to consideration of a K-decomposable V-module G. We 
consider the species theoretic properties of extension and restriction of 
scalars, G F-+ W @ G and &Z F+ ,,ZZ, where W is the integral closure of V in 
a Galois extension L of Q containing K. We begin with a lemma that holds 
in a more general context. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let J be a principal ideal domain, L a finite separable 
extension of its quotient Jield, W = JL, and G a J-module. Then 
End,(W@G)z W@EndJG and Q End,(W@G)z W@QEnd,G. 
ProoJ It suffices to establish the first isomorphism. Now it is well 
known and easily seen [S, Lemma 29.5, p. 2001 that End&W @ QG) z 
W 0 Q End,, QG. (Note that W @ QG = L @ QG, etc.) Thus if w, ,..., w, is a 
basis for the free J-module W, and qpi E End, QG, we need to see that 
C(w, @ oi)( W @ G) E W @ G if and only if (pi(G) E G for each i. But this is 
clear from the linear independence of the wi. 
In the remainder of the paper, L is a Galois extension of Q containing 
K and W= VL. If u is a representative for a left coset of Gal(L/Q) 
modulo Gal(L/K), then u restricts to an embedding K + L which is inde- 
pendent of the choice of representative u. Let R, = a(R) and let S, be 
the integral closure of R, in L. Let T be the set of W-types t(S,), for 
u E Gal(L/Q)/Gal(L/K), and let Z = W @ R. 
LEMMA 3.2. W @ R = Z z n S, as W-modules, and there is a canonical 
W-quasi-isomorphism between them. 
Proo$ If u represents an element of the left coset space 
Gal(L/Q)/Gal(L/K), define a map L @ K + L by w @ r H wu(r). This gives 
[K: Q] maps whose product is an isomorphism L @ K+ n L [4, 
Sect. VIII.8, Proposition 3, p. 1101. The restriction of this map gives a 
monomorphism W @ R + n S,. Since W@ R and n S, are free R- 
modules of the same rank, we conclude that they are isomorphic and the 
given map is a quasi isomorphism. 
Recall that a T-decomposable W-module is a direct sum of copies of the 
modules S,, and that a W-module H is a T-Butler W-module if the reduced 
quotient H/d(H) is isomorphic to a pure submodule of a T-decomposable 
module [ 161. Since H/d(H) is isomorphic to a pure submodule of Z *w H, 
one sees from Lemma 3.2 and [7, Corollary 3, p. 6841 that H is a T-Butler 
W-module if and only if Z *w H is T-decomposable. Let 9 be the category 
whose objects have the form (Y, B, /3), where Y is an L-space, B an L OK- 
module, and /I: Y-+ B an L-linear map. A morphism (Y, B, j3) + (Y’, B’, /I’) 
is given by an L-linear map ‘p: Y -+ Y’ and an L @K-linear map v: B + B’ 
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such that p’rp = I@. In most examples, Y will simply be an L-subspace of B 
and /3 the inclusion map, in which case we write (Y, B) rather than (Y, B, ,f?). 
A morphism (Y, B) -+ (Y’, B’) is then given by an L 0 K-homomorphism 
w: B--t B’ such that v(Y) G I”. Note that by Lemma 3.2 we can identify B 
with a product fl B,, and w with a product of L-linear maps w, : B, + Bb, 
where c ranges over Gal(L/Q)/Gal(L/K). As indicated in 116, Theorem 3.81 
there is a fully faithful functor from the category of quasi homomorphisms of 
T-Butler W-modules to the category 9 that sends a reduced W-module H to 
(QH QU * w H)) (where H is canonically identified as a submodule of 
I *w H). One also sees that 59 is simply the category of representations of 
the quiver consisting of [K: Q] arrows emanating from a single node. (For 
lK:Q]=4, this is d, [lO,p.3].) 
Similarly, we define a category JY’ with objects of the form (X, A, a), 
where X is a Q-space, A a K-space, and a: X -+ A a Q-linear map. There is a 
full embedding from the category of quasi-homomorphisms of K- 
decomposable V-modules to & that takes a reduced module G to 
(QG, Q(R * G)). (This is the same procedure as used in [16, Theorem 3.81, 
but not the same as in [ 181.) We define a forgetful functor (Y, B, /I) t, 
e(Y, B, /3) from .B to &’ by simply forgetting the L-space structure on Y and 
B, and an extension functor from & to .ii9 that takes (X, A, a) to 
Lq(X,A,a)=(L@X, L@A,L@a). 
PROPOSITION 3.3. (1) A V-module G is K-decomposable if and only $ 
W @ G is a T-Butler W-module, and in this case W @ G corresponds to the 
object L @I (QG, Q(R * G)) in .8. 
(2) A W-module H is a T-Butler W-module f and only if ,H is a K- 
decomposable V-module, and in this case .H corresponds to the object 
o(QH, Q<l* &)) in -d. 
Proof (1) Note that I *,+, (W @ G) and W @ (R * G) can both be iden- 
tified with the reduced quotient of W @ R @ G. It follows from Lemma 3.2 
that W @ (R * G) is T-decomposable if and only if R * G is a free R-module. 
(2) Note that ,(Z*,H)=(W@R)*,H=R*(W@,H)=RaH. 
Since .S, is a free R-module (Lemma l.l), it follows that if 1 ew H is T- 
decomposable, then R * H is a free R-module. Conversely, we have shown 
that if ,,H is K-decomposable, then W@, H is a T-Butler W-module. But H 
is a homomorphic image of W@, H, hence is also a T-Butler W-module [7]. 
This proposition allows us to use the term K-decomposable W-module 
instead of T-Butler W-module. For the rest of the paper, all V-modules and 
W-modules are assumed to be K-decomposable. 
We can now fill in a lacuna in Section 2. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let CD be a finite not necessarily separable field extension of 
481/66/l 20 
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Q and let D be a K-decomposable full V-subalgebra of @. Then there is a 
subfield F of L CT @ such that D is quasi-isomorphic to a free D n F-module. 
In particular, tf L c @, then D is quasi-isomorphic to a free module over 
D n L, and D fT L is quasi-equal to n S,, the intersection being taken over 
those o such that S, Ow D is not divisible. 
Proof. Suppose first that L E @ and that D is a W-module (Lemma 1.3). 
By Proposition 2.6, D is homogeneous as a W-module, and since it is a 
Butler module, it is completely decomposable [7, Theorem 3, p. 6901, so D is 
a direct sum of copies of a rank 1 W-module OS,. Clearly the S, occurring 
in this intersection are those for which S, *w D # 0. In the general case, let 
@’ = L@. It is easy to see that @’ contains a full subring D’ which is a free 
D-module 12, Sect. 6, p. 841. Then D’ is quasi-isomorphic to a free D’ r\ F- 
module, where F c L n @ is the field of definition for D’ fT L. Since 
D’ n F = D n F, the proof is complete. 
We now review the construction of the Coxeter functors C’ and C on 
.& and .5? [ 10, p. 191. These play the same role that the Auslander functors 
DTr and Tr D did in [ 191 (cf. [6]). F or clarity, the construction will be 
carried out only for objects in J@’ and .%’ that come from K-decomposable V- 
modules and W-modules, but the construction in general should be clear 
from this. (To compute C’(X, A) or C-(X, A), for instance, substitute X for 
G and A for R * G in the sequences below. The only objects in .cJ or .$ that 
do not come from V-modules or W-modules are those having a summand of 
the form (0, K) (in &‘) or (0, QS,) (in LS) [ 16, Theorem 3.81.) 
CONSTRUCTION. Let t: K + Q be a splitting, henceforth fixed, for the 
inclusion Q-+ K. Let G and H be a K-decomposable V-module and W- 
module. The canonical maps G -+ R * G and H -+ I*, H have divisible 
cokernels X and Y, and the canonical epimorphisms R @ G+ R * G and 
I @,+, H-+ I *w H have divisible kernels A’ and B’. This yields the odd- 
numbered exact sequences below: 
(1) G+R*G-+X+O. 
(2) Q(R * G)+K@X-+A +O. 
(3) O-+A’+R@G+R*G+O. 
(4) O+Xk4’~QG. 
(5) H-t I*, H+ Y-+0. 
(6) Q(I*,H)+I@, Y-+B-+O. 
(7) O+B’+Z@,H-,Z*,H+O. 
(8) 0 -+ Y’ -+ B’ + QH. 
The even-numbered sequences here are derived from the odd-numbered ones 
as follows: Let s = L @ t: Q1= L @K + L. We also let t and s denote the 
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restrictions R -+ Q and I + L. Then the left-hand maps in (2) and (6) are 
uniquely determined by the requirement that their compositions with the 
maps t@X: K@X+X and s@,Y: Z@wY+ Y should be the 
epimorphisms in (1) and (5). The right-hand maps in (4) and (8) are the 
compositions of the monomorphisms in (3) and (7) with t 0 G: R @ G -+ QG 
and s@,,,H: Z@,H+QH. We now define C(G)=(X,A,a), C’(G)= 
(X’, A’, a’), C-(H) = (Y, B,/3), and C’(H) = (Y’, B’, p’), where a’ and /3 
are the monomorphisms in (4) and (8) and a, /I are restrictions to X and Y 
of the epimorphisms in (2) and (6). 
It should be clear that maps G -+ G’ and H -+ H’ induce unique morphisms 
on the sequences above, so that C+ and C- are functors. We recall the 
following facts [lo]: Ct (M) = 0 iff M is projective, and C-(M) = 0 iff M is 
injective. If M contains no projective (injective) summands, then 
MZCc+(M) (Mzc+c-(M)). Th e indecomposable projectives in J& are 
(0, K) and V, and the indecomposable injectives are Q and R (where we 
identify V-modules with the corresponding objects in &). In 9 the indecom- 
posable projectives are (0, QS,) and W, and the indecomposable injectives 
are L and the S,. For further details on the Coxeter functors, see [lo]. The 
construction given above is unorthodox to the extent that G, R, H, I should 
be replaced in the exact sequence above by QG, QR, etc., but this results in 
no change. The advantage of our slightly unorthodox treatment of the 
category .z? is that the following lemma becomes obvious: 
LEMMA 3.5. The Coxeter finctors commute with the extension and 
forgetful jiinctors, i.e., C(,H) - C(H) and C( W @ G) - W@ C(G) (where 
C=C+ 0rC). 
Proof This is immediate from the construction, noting that since 
I= W@R, I*,(W@G)= W@(R*G), Z@,+,(W@X)= W@R@X= 
W@jK@X, c(Z*wH)=R*yH, and v(I@,Y)=R@yY=K@yY. 
We call an object M in S? or 9 preprojective or preinjective if Ct’ 
(M) = 0 or C -‘(M) = 0 for large t, or, equivalently, for some t, M has the 
form C-‘(N) with N projective or C+‘(N) with N injective. Since 
C-(0, K) = P, the strongly indecomposable preprojective V-modules are 
those of the form C-‘(V) and C’(P) and the indecomposable preinjective 
ones have the form C”(Q) and C”(R). If n = [K: Q] = 4, then a strongly 
indecomposable V-module G or W-module H is called regular [lo] if rank 
G = 2(p-rank G) or rank ,H = 2( p-rank H) (or, equivalently, 2 rank 
H = rank(Z *,+, H)). In general, we say that G or H is regular if it is a quasi- 
direct sum of strongly indecomposable regular modules. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. A K-decomposable V-module G (T-Butler W-module 
H) is preprojective, preinjective, or regular I$ and only if the same is true for 
the T-Butler W-module W @ G (for the V-module ,, H). 
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Proof: The assertions about preprojectivity and preinjectivity are 
immediate from Lemma 3.5. Now an object M in .J.@’ or .?8 is regular (for 
n = 4) if and only if it contains no preprojective or preinjective summand, 
and this holds if and only if C+‘C-‘(M) z M and CC”(M) z M for all t. 
Thus the assertion about regularity also follows from Lemma 3.5. 
We can now determine the endomorphism rings for strongly indecom- 
posable preprojective and preinjective V-modules. (These are well determined 
up to quasi-isomorphism.) It is clear [ 19, Remark 1, p. 2741 that if 
G = C +‘(Q) or G = C-‘( I’) for t > 0, then Q End G = V. The other prepro- 
jective and preinjective V-modules have the form C-‘(P) and C + l(R), t > 0, 
and thus are, up to quasi-equality, I’,-modules. The cases n = 2, 3 are 
obvious [ 19, Theorem 5.11, p. 2731. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let n= [K:Q] 24. Then EndC’(R)-P, 
End C”(R) - VK for t > 2, and End C-‘(P) - VK for t > 1. 
Proof: Q End C+(R) % Q End R = K [ 10, Proposition 2.5, p. 201, so 
End C+(R) is a subring of K. Now by Lemma 1.1, W&R is the integral 
closure S of R in L, and it is clear from the construction of Ct that 
considering S as an object in J& yields C+(S) - C’( W@, R) - 
W@, C’(R), and End Ct (S) c L. But by Lemma 3.5 the same result can 
be obtained by considering S as an object in 3, in which case the 
construction shows that Ct (S) is a pure dense submodule of no+, S,. This 
shows that Wg, End C’(S) - no+, S, = W@, P (Proposition 1.2). It 
follows that End C+(R) -P. For t > 2, we find that S, *w C”(R) # 0 for 
all u, so the same reasoning shows that End C”(R)- V,. (It is not 
necessary to compute C+‘(R); one only needs its dimension vector.) Finally, 
let H be the integral closure of P in L, so that Hz WOK P. Then 
H= no+, S, (Proposition 1.2) and we find that for t 2 1, S, *w C-‘(H) # 0 
for all o, so that End C-‘(P) - V,. 
4. REGULAR MODULES FOR n=4 
In this section, K is separable with degree 4 over Q, L is a minimal Galois 
extension of Q containing K, and W = V,. All indecomposable objects in & 
and 9 are either preprojective, preinjective, or regular [ 10, Theorem, p. 41, 
so the problem of classifying them reduces to that of classifying the regular 
ones. Since all regular objects in J/ or ~8 have the form (QG, Q(R * G)) or 
(QH, Q(Z *w H)), the category of quasi homomorphisms of regular V- 
modules or W-modules is abelian [ 10, Proposition 3.2, p. 221. In particular, 
if M s N with M and N regular, then M is quasi-equal to a pure submodule 
of N. We call A4 simple regular if it is regular and has no non-trivial proper 
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regular pure submodule. (We say that H is a simple regular W-module if it 
corresponds to a simple regular object in 9; the object in ~2 corresponding 
to ,,H is regular but general not simple regular.) If M is a strongly indecom- 
posable regular V-module or W-module, then M contains a unique simple 
regular pure submodule M’, and if N, N’ is another such pair, then MN N if 
and only if M’ N N’ and rank M= rank N [ 10, Theorem 3.5, p. 25; 22, 
Theorem 1, p. 2691. Thus the problem of classifying the K-decomposable V- 
modules reduces to that of classifying the simple regular ones. 
We call a simple regular V-module G or W-module H exceptional if 
Q End G or Q End, H is a field with the same rank as G or H. It can be 
seen from Lemma 3.4 and Lemma 2.1 that this is equivalent to saying that G 
or H is isomorphic to a strongly indecomposable V-subalgebra or W- 
subalgebra of L. 
Let e, ,..., e4 be the idempotents in L @ K. If (Y, B, /?) is an object in 3, 
we write Bi = eiB and let pi: Y-+ B, be the composition of p with the 
projection B -+ Bi. A morphism (Y, B)-+ (Y’, B’) will be written (rp, ,..., oJ, 
where cpi: Bi + B:. We also write S, ,..., S, for the subrings S, of L described 
at the beginning of Section 3, so that Si corresponds to the object (L, B) in 
,ti with Bi = L, Bj= 0 otherwise. We continue the other notation and 
assumptions of Section 3. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. [ 14; 13, Sect. 2.2, p. 871. (1) A regular object 
(Y, B) in 9 contains an exceptional subobject $ and only tffor some i fj, 
Bi@ B.i has a non-trivial intersection with Y. If this is not the case, then 
2 dim Bi = dim Y for all i. 
(2) Let s =x(x - 1) E L[x] and let L,[x] be the localization of L[x] 
with respect to the set of powers of s. Let T be the functor from the category 
offinite length L,[x]-modules to 9, where T(M) = (Y, B) with all Bi = M, 
where Y is the submodule of IV4 generated by all those elements 
(0, m, m, -xm) and (m, 0, -m, m) for m E M, and for p: M+ M’, TV = v) 
for all i. Then T is an equivalence between the category offinite length L,[x]- 
modules and the category of regular objects in 9 which do not contain an 
exceptional subobject. 
Proof: (1) If (Y, B) is regular, then for all i, ei Y = Bi. Otherwise there 
would be a split epimorphism from (Y, B) onto a projective object 
(0, Bilei Y). Now if 0 # Y’ 2 Y and Y’ & Bi @ Bj, then (Y, F) contains a 
subobject isomorphic to (L, B”), where eiB” = ejB” = L, ekB” = 0 
otherwise. (Note that Y’ E Bi is impossible, otherwise (Y, B) contains an 
injective summand.) But (L, B”) corresponds to the subring Sin Sj of L, 
hence is exceptional. The argument is reversible, since by Lemma 3.4, all 
exceptional W-modules have the form Sin Sj. Finally, this shows that if 
(Y, B) does not contain an exceptional subobject, then for each i # j, the 
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projection of B onto Bi @ Bj restricts to a monomorphism Y --) Bt @ Bj, so 
dim Y < dim Bi 0 dim Bj. Now if, say, 2 dim B, < dim Y, then 2 dim 
Bi > dim Y for i# 1, so Z dim Bi = (dim B, + dim BJ + 
(dim B, + dim B.,) > 2 dim Y, contrary to the assumption that (Y, B) is 
regular. Thus dim Y = 2 dim Bi for all i. 
(2) It is easy to see that T is a fully faithful functor and that for M as 
specified, T(M) is regular and contains no exceptional subobject. Now if 
(Y, B) is regular with no exceptional subobject, then by (1) we can identify 
B, = ... = B, as L-spaces and write A4 = B, . It follows from (1) that the 
elements in Y with second component 0 must have the form (m, 0, cpm, vm), 
where a, and v are L-automorphisms of M. Then the morphism (1, 1, -o, v) 
in 5? maps (Y, B) isomorphically to (Y’, B’), where now Y’ contains all 
elements of the form (m,O, -m, m). In the same way, we see that no 
generality is lost in supposing the elements in Y with first component 0 are 
those of the form (0, m, m, -w(m)) for some IC/ E End, M, where w  and 
w  - 1 must both be automorphisms by (1). Since dim Y= 2 dim I’@ these 
elements generate Y. We can now make M into an L,[x]-module by setting 
xm = w(m), and thus (Y, B) = T(M). 
Recall that if A is a simple Q-algebra with center C, then, since L is 
separable over Q, L @ A is semi-simple [4, Sect. VIII.7.6, Corollary 3, 
p. 931. Furthermore, since L/Q is normal, if ]L n C: Q] = t, then L @A is 
the product of t simple L-algebras, each with the same center @, where @ is 
a compositum of L and C. (All composita of L and C are isomorphic over Q 
14, Sect. VIII.8, Proposition 2, p. 1001.) 
PROPOWHON 4.2. Let G be a simple regular V-module and H a simple 
regular W-module. Then 
(1) W @ G is a direct sum of at most [L : Q] simple regular W- 
modules, all of which have the same rank and the same quasi-endomorphism 
ring. 
(2) ,H is a quasi-direct sum of at most [L: Q] mutually quasi- 
isomorphic simple regular V-modules. 
(3) G is exceptional iff the strongly indecomposable W-quasi 
summands of W @ G are exceptional tr G is quasi-isomorphic to one of the 
domains enumerated in Corollary 2.9. 
(4) H is exceptional tg the strongly indecomposable quasi summands 
of .H are exceptional tfl H N Si n Sj for i #j. 
(5) If G is not exceptional, and A = Q End G, then A is a skew fteld 
with index A = r < 2, and L @ A is a product of r-dimensional matrix rings 
over an extension field of L. If C is the center of A, then rank G = 2r]C: Q]. 
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(6) If H is not exceptional and @ = Q End,,, H, then @ is afield and 
is a maximal commutative subring of Q End, H and rank H = 2[ @ : Q]. 
ProoJ (6) Clear from Lemma 4.1 and the structure theory for finitely 
generated modules over principal ideal domains. 
(3) If G is exceptional, then W @ G is quasi-isomorphic to a product 
of integral domains, so by Lemma 3.4 the W-quasi-summands of W 0 G are 
quasi-isomorphic to Sin Sj for i #j, hence are exceptional. Note that this 
also establishes (1) for G exceptional. Conversely, suppose that W@ G 
contains some exceptional W-submodule H’. As a V-module W @ G is a 
direct sum of copies of the simple regular module G, so by the usual 
theorems for semi-simple objects in abelian categories, ,H’ is quasi- 
isomorphic to a direct sum of copies of G. By Lemma 3.4, G --F n H’, 
where F is the field of definition for the integral domain H’, so that G is 
exceptional. The rest follows from Lemma 3.4 and Corollary 2.9. 
(1) The case where G is exceptional has been proved in (3), so we 
suppose G is not exceptional. Now A = Q End G is a skew field because G is 
a simple object in the abelian category of regular V-modules (Schur’s 
lemma). By Lemma 3.1 and the remarks preceding the Proposition, 
QEnd,(W@G)=:L@Azn:M,.(@) h w ere @ is a skew field over L. Thus 
W@G-Hl@...@H: and @=QEnd,Hi. By Theorem3.6, W@G is 
regular, so each Hi is regular, and since Q End, Hi is a skew field (in fact a 
field), and we have shown in (3) that Hi does not contain an exceptional W- 
submodule, it follows from Lemma 4.1 that each Hi is simple regular. 
(5) Continuing the notation of (l), we see from (3) and (6) that if G is 
not exceptional, then @ = Q End, Hi is a field and rank Hi = 2[ @ : Q]. Thus 
r = index A and [L : Q] rank G = rank W@ G = 2rt[ @ : Q]. Since QG is A- 
space,rankG~[A:Q].Thusifm=[L:Q],then2m[A:Q]=2[LOA:Q]= 
2r*t[@: Q] = mr(rank G) > mr[A : Q], so that index A = r < 2. This also 
shows that r(rank G) = 2[A : Q] = 2r*[ C: Q], so that rank G = 2r[C : Q]. 
(2) By Theorem 3.6, ,H is regular and if G, is a simple regular 
submodule of ,H, then W@ G, is a regular W-module, so by [ 10, 
Proposition 3.2, p. 221 the image of the multiplication map W @ G, + H is a 
regular W-module. Since H is simple regular, the multiplication map is a 
quasi-split quasi-epimorphism. But W@ G, is a V-direct sum of [L : Q] 
copies of G, , so y H is a quasi-direct sum of at most [L : Q] copies of G,. 
(4) If H is exceptional, then Lemma 3.4 shows that H *Si nSj for 
some i #j, and G, - H nF, where F is the field of definition for H as a V- 
algebra. Conversely, since H is a W-quasi-summand of W@ G,, if G, is 
exceptional, then (3) shows that H is exceptional. 
We see that the exceptional regular W-modules correspond to the excep- 
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tional regular representations of 6, as given in [ 10, Sect. 3 and Table on 
p. 461. (Some adjustments are required in the table because of orientation.) 
COROLLARY 4.3. If G, and G, are regular V-modules and at least one of 
them has no exceptional submodule, then Hom(G,, G,) is a free V-module. 
ProoJ By [22, Theorem 1, p. 2691 if G, and G, are strongly indecom- 
posable regular V-modules, then either Hom(G,, G,) = 0 or one of the Gi is 
isomorphic to a submodule of the other. Furthermore, if G, G G,, then 
Hom(G,, G,) - Hom(G,, G,) - End G,. Now let G be strongly indecom- 
posable and regular and let G’ be a proper non-trivial pure regular 
submodule of G. The exact sequence O-+ Hom(G, G’) -+ Hom(G, G)+ 
Hom(G, G/G’) and the preceding comments show that by induction it 
suffices to see that if G is simple regular and not exceptional, then End G is 
free. It then suffices to show that W @ End G is a free W-module, and by 
Lemma 1.3 and Proposition 4.2 (and its proof) it suffices to show that 
End, H is free for each simple regular W-quasi-summand H of W @ G. But 
End, H is an integral domain, hence by Lemma 3.4 is a free module over 
some full subring of L. Since H is not exceptional, Lemma4.1 shows that 
Si *w H # 0 for all i, so that this subring of L is in fact W. 
We can now come close to identifying those skew fields which can occur 
as Q End G for some simple regular V-module G. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Let G be a simple regular K-decomposable V-module 
such that A = Q End G is not commutative and identify C= Center A with a 
subfield of the algebraic closure of L. Then no subfield of C is isomorphic to 
K, and for every subfield K’ of L with K’ z K, the compositum K’C is a 
splitting field for A. 
Proof: By Proposition 4.2, rank G = [A : Q] = 4 [C: Q] and LC is a 
splitting field for A, in particular L g C. Let X = QG and A = Q(R * G). 
Then A is a cyclic K @ A-module and X is a C-subspace of A which 
generates A as a K-space. Since G is regular, dim,A = 2 dim X= 2 [A : Q]. 
By [4, Sect. VIII.8, Proposition 3, p. 1011, K 0 C is the product of the none- 
quivalent composita of K and C, so since L @ C and [K: Q] = 4, there are 
three possible cases: (1) There exist either one or two embeddings K -+ C; (2) 
For all K z K’ c L, [K’C: C] = 2; (3) K @ C = KC is a field. In the first 
two cases, letfi be the primitive idempotents in K @ C and let Ai =fiA. Then 
Xn A, = 0 for all i, otherwise there would exist a proper subobject (X’, KX’) 
of (X,A) with X’ a one-dimensional C-subspace of XnAi and 2 
dim, KX’ = (dim, KX’)/2 = [fi(K @ C): C] [ C : Q]/2 Q [C : Q] = dim X’, a 
contradiction to [ 10, Lemma 3.1, p. 221 and the fact that G is simple regular. 
We now consider the three cases mentioned. 
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(1) If C contains a copy ofK, then either K@A =A @ror K@A z 
A @ A @ r, where r is a skew field or r z M,(K’C), K’ z K. If K @A z 
A@T, then [r:C]=3[A:C], d im, A = 214 : C], and A cannot be a cyclic 
K @ A-module. If K@A =A @ A@r, then [r:C] = 2[A: C] and a 
comparison of dimensions shows that Ai =&A = 0 for some i. Suppose 
A 1 = 0. Then I’= M,(K’C), dim A, = [A : Q] = [r: Q]/2 = dim A,, since 
A = A, is impossible. Since X n A, =X n A, = 0, we can identify A, and A, 
as C-modules in such a way that X = {(a, a)]~ E A, = A3}. Since the K- 
action on A, is given via an embedding K + C, any C-subspace of A, is a K- 
subspace. Thus if A’ is a proper K’C-subspace of A, (note dim,,,A, = 2) 
and X’ = ((a, a)]~ E A’}, then (X’, A’ @A’) is a proper subobject of 
(X, A, 0 A,), a contradiction to the fact that (X, A) is simple regular. The 
cases A, = 0 or A, = 0 are similar. Thus C cannot contain a copy of K. 
(2) If K@CzKC@K’C, then dim Ai<dimA=2[A:Q\= 
[KC@,A:Q]= [K’C@,A:Q]. Since A, and A, are KC@,A and 
K’C Oc A-modules, neither of these two algebras is a skew field, so KC and 
K’C are splitting fields for A. (Recall index A = 2.) 
(3) If [KC: C] = 4, then KC Oc A has larger dimension than the space 
A it acts on, hence is not a skew field, so KC is a splitting field for A. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let char Q # 2 and let C = Q(c) be u simple extension of 
Q contained in the algebraic closure of L. Then 
(1) There exists a non-exceptional simple regular K-decomposable V- 
module G such that Q End G zz C. 
(2) If C does not contain a copy of K, let A be a skew field with index 
2 and center C such that for any K z K’ c L, K’C is a splitting field for A. 
Then there exists a simple regular K-decomposable V-module G’ such that 
A’ = Q End G’ c A and A z C Oc, A’, where C’ = Center A’. 
Proof. We will construct a cyclic K @ C or K @ A/-module A, and a C- 
subspace or A’subspace X of A such that X generates A as a K-space, 
dim X = 2 dim, A, and End(X, A) = {u, E End, A( q(X) g X) is isomorphic 
to C or A’. 
(1) Choose c so that C = Q(c) and Trcic,(c) # 0 for all sublields 
C’ E C such that [C: C’] = 2. Let K = Q(k), where Tr,,c(k) =O. Let 
A = K @ C and let X be the C-subspace of A generated by 1 0 1 and 
k @ c + k2 @ 1. Furthermore, choose c so that Xnf (K @ C) = 0 for all 
idempotents f E K @ C such that [f(K @ C): C] < 2. Let r= End(X, A). 
Clearly Cc r and we will show that this is an equality. Note that if 
OfxEX, then kx@X. 
We first show that if (D E r, then (Ker rp) n (1 @ C) = 0. It will suffice to 
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show that (Ker q)n (1 0 C) is a C-subspace of the one-dimensional C-space 
1 @ C, for if 1 0 C c Ker cp, then (D = 0, because rp is K-linear. Now if z E C 
and p( 1 @ z) = 0, then q(k @ cz + k2 @ z) = kp( 1 0 cz) E X, and since 
cp(l @ cz) E X, we conclude that ~(1 @ cz) = 0, thus establishing the claim, 
since C = Q(c). 
It follows that p-+ rp(1 @ 1) is a monomorphism T-t X, so ]r: C] < 2. 
Thus if r has proper idempotents, it is commutative, but q~ E r centralizes C 
iff v, is C-linear iff a, E C. Thus (X, A) is indecomposable, hence regular. 
Now if 0 # cp E r is not invertible, then the right ideal generated by q.~ is a 
proper right C-subspace of r, hence is the radical, in particular is a two- 
sided ideal. Thus q(X) is a C-subspace of X and q(A) is a K @ C-submodule 
of A = K @ C. But ((o(X), q(A)) is regular [ 10, Proposition 3.2, p. 221, so 
that dim,q(A) = 2 dim, p(X) = 2, hence p(A) =f(K @ C) where f is an 
idempotent in K @ C and [f(K @ C): C] = 2. But then 0 #q(X) c p(A) = 
f (K @ C), contradicting the choice of c. Thus r is a skew field, and as seen 
above, C is self-centralizing in r Thus the center of r is a subfield C’ of C 
with [C : C’] = index r < 2. 
If index r = 2, then there exists q~ E r with (D 66 C and cpCrp- ’ = C, i.e., 
(DC = a(c)rp, where o is the non-trivial element in Gal(C/C’). Then 
q( 1 @ 1) $5 1 @ C, so after multiplying rp on the right by an element of C, we 
may suppose that (o(l@ l)= 1@d+k@c+k2@ 1, where dEC. Then 
~‘(1 @ 1) = 10 do(d) + k @ (a(d)c + da(c)) + k2 @ (d + u(d) + u(c)c) + k-’ 
@ (c + u(c)) + k4 0 1 E X. Using the minimal polynomial for k over Q to 
replace k4, we get (D*( 1 @ 1) = ‘.. + k3 @ (c + u(c) - Tr,,,(k)) E X, forcing 
0 = Tr,,c(k) = c + u(c) # 0, by the choice of k and c, a contradiction. Thus 
we conclude r= End(X, A) = C. 
(2) By the hypothesis on A and C, either [KC: C] = 4 and KC is a 
splitting field for A, or K @ C z KC @ K’C, [KC: C] = [K’C] = 2, and KC 
and K’C are splitting fields for A. There exist then, in the first case, an 
embedding u: KC+ M,(A), and in the second case embeddings u, : KC + A, 
u2: K’C-+ A 14, Sect. VIII.10.5, Proposition 7, p. 1191. Choose these 
embeddings so that, in the first case, u(E) @ C for every intermediate field 
Q G E c K with [K: E] = 2, or in the second case, u,(KC) # u,(K’C). Let A’ 
be the smallest subalgebra of A such that u(K)cM,(A’), or u,(K) + 
u,(K’) c A’. The conditions imposed ensure that A’ is not commutative. Let 
C’ = Center A’. Since Co,, A’ is a simple algebra, the obvious 
homomorphism 6: C Oc, A’ -+ A is a monomorphism, and since A has 
index 2 and the image of 0 contains C and is not commutative, 0 is an 
isomorphism. 
Let A = A’ 0 A’, X = {(x, x)] x E A’}, and define a K-space structure on A 
by either k(x, y) = (x, y) o(k) or k(x, y) = (xui(k), p,(k)), for k E K. The K- 
space generated by X is a A’-subspace of A properly containing X, hence is 
A. Since r= End(X, A) contains A’ and dim X = [A’: Q], by Lemma 2.2, r 
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is a simple algebra. Since X is a simple r-module and a simple d’-module, it 
follows that if M is any r-module, then every d’-submodule of M is also a r- 
submodule. Applying this to the submodules A’ @ 0,O @A’, and X of A, we 
see that if a, E r, then 9(x, y) = (ox, cpy), i.e., r consists of those cp E End, A’ 
such that (x, y) -+ (ox, qy) is a K-homomorphism of A. When K @ C E 
KC @ K’C, this means that c$xo,.(k)) = p(x) ai(k) for i = 1,2 and k E K’, so 
by the choice of A’, cp(xd) = cp(x)d for all d E A’, and thus v, is a left 
multiplication by some element of A, so r z A. When K @ C is a field, let 
0) = (: ,” 1. -l-hen (dx, 0)) o(k) = ((w)r, (v)s> = MxrX vP(xs)> = 
~((x, 0) u(k)), so that cp(xr) = (qx)r, I = (qx)s, and likewise cp(xt) = 
(ox)& cp(xu) = (rpx)u. Once again, by choice of A’ we conclude Z-z A’. 
Remark. Recall that if char C # 2, then every skew field A with index 2 
and center C is a quaternion algebra (a, b/C), having a C-basis 1, i, j, k, 
where i2 = a E C, j* = b E C, ij = -ji = k [4, Sect. VIII.1 1.2, Proposition 1, 
p. 1281. Then KC is a splitting field for A if and only if there exist x, y E KC 
such that ax2 + by* = 1 [20, Theorem 2.7, p. 581. The skew field A’ in 
Theorem 4.5 can be quite large. Consider the case where K 0 C =: 
KC @ K’C. If K = Q(k), K’ = Q(k’), we can choose a, b E C and i, j E A so 
that A = (a, b/C) and u,(k) = c + i, u,(k’) = d + xi +j, where c, d, x E C. 
Then it can easily be seen that A’ is generated by C’, i, j, and k, where 
C’ = Q(a, b, c, d, x). 
5. GALOIS DESCENT 
Another method for constructing simple regular modules is provided by 
Galois descent [ 13, Sect. 9.4, p. 1011. There are two approaches to descent. 
One can look at regular W-modules and try to determine which of them have 
the form W @ G, where G is a simple regular V-module, and then try to 
recover G. Or one can look at simple regular W-modules and try to find 
their simple regular V-summands. We will indicate how to do both. We 
continue the hypothesis and notation of Section 4. 
If u E Gal(L/Q), we let W, be the W-bimodule such that W and W, are 
the same left W-module, but the multiplication on the right of W, is given by 
(x, w) I--, xu- ‘(w). If H is a W-module, we let ,H be the W-module which is 
identical with H as a V-module, but with multiplication given by 
(w, h) H a(w)h. It is easily seen that ,H =: W, &, H. Recall that 
cp E End, H is called u-semi-linear if I = u(w)cp(h) for all w  E W, h E H. 
Note that a u-semi-linear map p: H + H is the same as a W-linear map 
H + UH. If F is a subgroup of Gal(L/Q), we say that F acts semi-linearly 
on H if there is a multiplicative homomorphism .Y + Q End, H such that for 
each u E Y multiplication by u is a u-semi-linear quasi automorphism of H. 
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LEMMA 5.1. Let H be a W-module. 
(1) Ifo is a o-semi-lineur qu~i-endomorphism of I *w H, then~or all 
z E G~(~/Q)/Gal(~/~), o(S, ew II) c Q(.Ss,, *w H). If L = K, this is a 
sufficient condition for a, to be o-semi-linear. 
(2) There is a W-quasi-isomorphism W@ H N n,, H. 
(3) Q End, H is generated as a V-module by the semi-linear quasi- 
endomorphisms of H. 
(4) H N WQ G for some V-module G ij’ and only if Gal&/Q) acts 
semi-linearly on H, and in this case we may take G to be the set offixed 
points of Gal(L/Q) on H. 
Proof (1) Q&S,) = Q(,S,,) = L, and o- ’ restricts to a W-isomorphism 
s *z -+ o-lSs. NOW if a: S, ew H + S, *Iy H is o-semi-linear, then the 
composition S,, *w H -+ *- ,S, *w H + S, ew H is W-linear. But 
Horn&S,, , S,) = 0 unless S,, = S,. Thus if q E Q End, H is a-semi-linear, 
then rp(S, *w H) c Q(S,, *w H). If L = K, then S, = R, and any V-linear 
map R, *,H-+ R, *Iy H is W-linear [ 16, Lemma 3.31, so the converse 
follows* 
(2) From Lemma 3.3, there is a quasi-isomorphism of bimodules 
W@ W-n W,. Thus W@Hz W@, W%d+-IT WoOwH-~cA 
where the ath component is given by w  @ h t-+ w . h = a(w)h. 
(3) It suffices to see that WC,@ Q End, H z Q End&W@ H) is 
generated as a W-module by the elements 1 @(p, where p is semi-linear ]5, 
Sect. I-3.7, Proposition 10, p. 341. First note that the W-module E generated 
by such elements contains the map given by multiplication by the idempotent 
e,=Zwi@ w;, where wi, w:EL and Zwiwj= 1, Zwia(w~)=O if a# 1. 
Likewise E contains the idempotents e, = (1 @ r)(e,) = Zwi @ r(w:). Note 
that (1 @ o)eT = e,, . Now if .H is identilied with its image in 
W@H=n,H, then .H is the set of elements Zwi @hi such that 
Zo(w,)h,= 0 for u fr, and we see that multiplication by e, is just the 
projection of W@ H onto TH, Thus it remains to show that if 
v, E Horn&H, ,,H) c Q End&n, H), then there exists a E E such rp = 
ear ae,. We claim that, if we identify q? with a u-semi-linear quasi- 
endomorphism of H, then it suffices to choose a = 1 @(o. In fact, if 
hE W@FI, then (10 ul)fe, h) = (10 u)(e*)~(h) = earn, so that 
%,(l 0 Pk = cp, as required. 
(4) If Gal(L/Q) acts semi-linearly on H, we may suppose that in fact 
a(H) = H for all u (compare Lemma 1.3). The result thus follows from [ 15, 
Sect. 11.5, p. 441. 
COROLLARY 5.2. (1) If G and G’ are V-modules, then G and G’ are 
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isomorphic (quasi-isomorphic) if and only tf W @ G and W @ G’ are 
isomorphic (quasi-isomorphic) W-modules. 
(2) If H and H’ are strongly indecomposable W-modules, then ,H and 
,.H’ are quasi-isomorphic V-modules if and only iffor some u E Gal(L/Q), 
H and OH’ are quasi-isomorphic W-modules. 
Proof (1) Clear from [17, Remark 1, p. 2381, since as a V-module 
W @ G is a direct sum of copies of G. 
(2) If “H - ,,,H’, then W @ H - W @ H’, i.e., n, H - fl, H’. Since 
all the ,H and ,H’ are strongly indecomposable, the result follows from the 
Krull-Schmidt theorem for quasi-direct decompositions [ 12, Theorem 92.5, 
p. 1501. 
Remark. Let T be the functor from finite length L,[x]-modules to W- 
modules defined in Proposition 4.1. Define the characteristic polynomial p,,, 
of a finite length L,[x]-module M by requiring that if M = L, [x]/(f(x)), 
then p,,, =A and that if M= M’ GM”, then pM =PM8pM,,. By 
Propositions 4.1 and 4.2, if G is a non-exceptional simple regular V-module, 
then W@ G z T(M), where M is a semi-simple L, [xl-module. We define the 
characteristic polynomial of G to be pbf. It then follows from Corollary 5.2 
that two non-exceptional simple regular V-modules are isomorphic if and 
only if they have the same characteristic polynomial. Unfortunately, the 
characteristic polynomial of G seems quite difficult to compute. 
We now give the main theorem for Galois descent. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let H be a simple -regular W-module and G a simple 
regular V-submodule of H. Let Y be the subgroup of Gal(L/Q) consisting of 
those o such that ,H - H and let Y;’ be a maximal subgroup of Y that acts 
semi-linearly on H. Let F and F’ be the fixed fields of Y and Y’ and let G’ 
be the set of fixed points of 5” on H. Let C be the center of Q End, H, 
@ = Q End,,, H and A = Q End G. Then 
(1) @ is afield and A is a skew field. 
(2) G is, up to quasi-equality, a V,-submodule of H, H - G’, 
W 0, G - H’, and order (‘9’) = rt, where r = index A Q 2. 
(3) If L is identtj?ed with its image in @, then @ = LC, F = L n C, 
and C z Center A. 
(4) G’ is, up to quasi-equality, a V,,-module and H - W@,( G’. 
Moreover, F’ is a minimal subfield of L with this property and 
F’C z Q End,, G’. 
(5 j F’C is a minimal splitting field for A. Conversely, if F c E s L 
and EC is a minimal splitting field for A, then we may choose 
.T = Gal(L/E). In particular, Y’ can be chosen so that F’C G KC. 
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(6) A is commutative if and only if .Y = Y’ and in this case G - G’. 
Proof: (1) Proposition 4.2. 
(2) By Proposition 4.2, ,H N G’ for some t, so QEnd, H zMM,(A). 
The quasi-projection ,H + G centralizes C, so QG is invariant under C and 
clearly C z Center A. By Lemma 5.1, Q End, H is generated by u-semi-linear 
quasi-endomorphisms for those o such that Horn&H, ,,H) ~0, i.e., for 
cr E .% (since H and ,H are simple regular). Clearly C & @. If w E L and a, 
is a-semi-linear, then qw = WY, if and only if (T(W) = w. Thus L n C = F. 
Since the inclusion QG Z! QH is C-linear it is F-linear, so G is, up to quasi- 
equality, a I’,--submodule of H. Thus there is a map W OF G -+ H which 
must be a quasi-split quasi-epimorphism, since H is simple regular. Since V,, 
acts centrally on G, Q End, G = Q End G = A, so that Q End&W@,: G) z 
L OF Q End, G = L OF A z M,.(@‘) for some field @’ (see Proposition 4.2 
and the comments preceding it). Thus W OF G is a quasi-direct sum of r 
copies of some simple regular W-module, where r = index A. But H is a W- 
quasi-summand of W@, G, so W OF G N H’ and @’ = @. Hence 
rt(rank G) = r(rank H) = rank W @F G = [L : F] rank G, so that order (,Y) = 
[L:F] =rt. 
(3) We have already seen that F = L n C and C z Center A. By [ 3, 
Sect. V.10.4, Theorem 1, p. 1491, L @,CzLC. Now LCs@ and 
LC z Center(L OF A) =: Center M,(Q) = @, so LC = @. 
(4) We may suppose that a(H) = H for all o E .?’ (compare 
Lemma 1.3). Thus [ 15, Sect. 11.5, p. 441 yields the assertions. (Q End,.., G’ is 
the fixed ring of .Y’ acting on @, namely, F’C.) 
(5) Suppose first that F g E c L and E OF A z M,(EC). Let G” be a 
strongly indecomposable V,-quasi-summand of VE @F G, so that 
Q End,(G”) z EC. Then there are VJinear maps G” + Vfi 0, G + H, and 
thus a W-linear map WOE G” -+ H, which must be a quasi-split quasi- 
epimorphism. By Lemma3.1, QEnd,(W@,G”)%L@,EC=@, so 
WOE G” is indecomposable and it follows that WOE G” - H. Thus by the 
minimality of F’ in (4), we may choose F’ such that F’ c E. We now show 
that conversely, for any choice of F’, F’C is a splitting field for A. Choose 
the V-module G so that G z G’. Then there is a V,,-quasi-homomorphism 
VF, OF G + G’. Since F’ and C are linearly disjoint over F, 
Q End,,(V,, OF G) z F’ @p A is a central simple F’C-algebra. By (4) 
Q End,, G’ z F’C, so that VF, OF G + G’ must be a quasi-epimorphism, 
hence F’ OF A o M,(F’C). Since F’C is a field, u = index A = r and F’C is a 
splitting field for A. By the first part of the proof, it is a minimal splitting 
field. This also shows that if the field E in the first part of the proof is such 
that EC is a minimal splitting field, then we may choose F’ = E and so 
.Z” = Gal(L/E). In particular, by Proposition 4.4, we can choose F’ s KF. 
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(6) Clearly A is commutative if and only if C is a minimal splitting 
field for A, and by (5) this holds if and only if F’ = F, i.e., Z’ = .y’. By (4), if 
A is commutative, then H- W@, G, so that G’ N G. 
The group .y in Theorem 5.3 is fairly easy to find using the following 
proposition. Finding .F’ is more difficult. 
PROPOSITION 5.4. Let Q, [x] be the localization of the ring Q[x] at the 
set of powers of x( 1 -x) so that L,[x] = L @ Q, [xl. Let the symmetric 
group S, act on Q, [x] bv letting u(g)(x) be g(x-‘) if u = (1 2) or (3 4), 
g(l-xx) ifo=(l 3) or (2 4), and g(x(x-1)-l) ifa=(l 4) or (2 3). 
Identify Gal(L/Q) c S, as in the proof of Corollary 2.9 and let Gal(L/Q) act 
on LOQ,[x] by u: w@gt+a(w)@a(g). If M=L,[x]/(f), define 
,M = L,[x]/u(f ). Then if T is the functor in Proposition 4.1 and H - T(M), 
then ,H - T(,M). 
ProoJ This is a routine calculation, which we illustrate by supposing 
Gal(L/Q) = S, and CJ = (2 3). H corresponds to the object (Y, M4) in <9, 
where Y is generated by all elements (0, m, m, -xm) and (m, 0, -m, m), M = 
L,[x]/(f). As noted in the proof of Lemma 5.1, ,S,,z S,, so that ,H 
corresponds to (Y’, M4), where Y’ is generated by (0, (Trn, am, -uxm) and 
(urn, -am, 0, am), where if m E L, [x]/(j) is represented by w  @g(x), then 
u(m) = u(w) @ g(x). We can write this set of generators as (0, m, m, -ym) 
and (m, -m, 0, m) where y = uxu- ‘. By addition, we can replace the 
generators (m, -m, 0, m) by those elements of the form 
(-m, 0, -m, (y - 1)m). The morphism (-1, 1, 1, (y - 1)-l) then takes 
(Y’, M4) to (Y”, M4), where Y” is generated by (0, m, m, -(y - l)- ’ ym) and 
(m, 0, -m, m), for all m E M. Since the minimal polynomial for (y - l)- ‘y 
is obtained by applying u to the coefficients off ((x - 1)-*x), the result 
follows. 
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